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Abstract

As most traditional classroom environments in English as Foreign Language (EFL) still restrict learners’ collaboration and interaction in college writing classes, today, the majority of EFL learners are accessing Social Networking Sites (SNSs) as online communities of practice (CoPs) for adopting informal collaborative learning as a way of practicing English beyond the classroom. This study aimed to investigate the opportunities and challenges of SNSs as learning environment in writing in English. The study was conducted among 24 active and regular EFL learners joining the Only for English Learning Facebook (FB) CoP – a group developed and maintained by a few instructors in English – for EFL learners coming from different EFL Arab countries. The data was collected from the learners’ interactional exchanges in the weekly posted writing activities as well as their responses to online open questions posted by the instructor. Based on the mixed analysis of the data, the quantity of the EFL learners’ participation in the writing activities highly increased in the second session. Moreover, the learners were motivated to generate ideas, write their paragraphs and scaffold each other in paragraph writing. The findings also revealed that the EFL participants perceived this CoP as an interactive learning environment that contributed to enhancing their writing by engaging in learner-learner and learner-instructor interaction, information sharing, communicating and socializing with friends and developing a sense of belonging. However, a few challenges faced by the participants in such an online CoP were identified by the participants, and therefore, some valuable assistive features are suggested to be involved in the FB CoP for achieving further EFL development in the future.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduce the Problem

Research on second language (L2) acquisition or language learning based on the Interactionist framework that is originated from the sociocultural framework (Vygotsky 1978) emphasized the importance of collaborative learning and learner-learner meaningful interaction. From the perspective of this Interactionist framework, Chapelle (2003, p.56) explains that “interaction between people is expected to promote negotiation of meaning, and if it does so, this should be beneficial for language acquisition”. Yet, the majority of English as a foreign language (EFL) classrooms tend to lack the necessary characteristics of interactive learning environment where learners can be engaged in active participation and dynamic interaction to use and practice English for various authentic purposes (Murad & Norizan, 2012). This learning environment restricts EFL teaching and learning to delivering and receiving information with no or less opportunities for their students to interact and collaborate actively in classroom activities (Cloete et al., 2009).

However, today, due to the rapid advances of Social Network Sites (SNSs) as collaborative technologies, the opportunities for EFL learners to access such online interactive environments are increasing. As a fashionable way of learning and practicing English, EFL learners can collaborate and interact via SNSs outside the traditional classroom. This recent increasing application of SNSs as online Communities of Practice (CoPs) has not only been exclusive to personal, social and cultural identities and relationships, but it has also been ushered in education for the last few decades. As stated by Beer and Burrows (2007); Cloete, de Villiers, and Roodt
evidence promote learners’ modified output. In other words, as stated by Swain (1985), learners are pushed to communication breakdowns exist. Moreover, Swain (1985) calls this kind of collaborative learning as development. Meaningful negotiation is seen as a result or product of learners’ interactional exchanges where interactive learning tasks that promote meaning negotiation among learners can facilitate their language correction form. The latter means that the learner receives feedback on their incorrect output. Such types of evidence promote learners’ modified output. In other words, as stated by Swain (1985), learners are pushed to re-phrase and correct their output. Without this pushed output, they might engage in input comprehension (process meaning) rather than linguistic forms. Thus, in brief, this framework assumes that as learners interact with one another, they scaffold each other in the language and those being scaffolded or assisted by their peers are pushed to produce interactionally modified output (Swain 1985).

Wenger (1998) defines a CoP as a group of learners or practitioners being involved in an active learning environment with particular and obvious goals and purposes through social interaction. According to Lave and Wenger (1991), CoPs are also defined as ‘a set of relations among persons, activity, and world, over time and in relation with other tangential and overlapping communities of practice’ (p.98). The theory of CoP basically stresses that ‘learning as a social participation’ (Wenger 1998, p.4) which refers to ‘an encompassing process of being active participants in the practices of social communities and constructing identities in relation to these communities’ (Wenger 1998, p.4). Learning is a process by which newcomers become included in a CoP where they develop skills and knowledge (including language) through active participation in a given communities’ activities and by interacting with more experienced community members (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Thus, Wenger (1998) stated ‘learning is ‘a process of becoming, to be a certain person and it is also part of our participation in our communities and organizations’ (p.8). According to Plastina (2009), this theory emphasizes the existence of full participants as an essential key element in successful CoPs, which denotes the individual social relations as an empowering process that enables newcomers to progress by pushing them to move from the periphery of the community towards its centre. Therefore, learners of a given CoP need to be encouraged as to develop a sense of belonging to that particular community.

Yet, the application of SNSs is still a novelty as it has been practiced by a small minority of instructors especially in the EFL context. Moreover, according to Beer and Burrows (2007), despite the evidence of the potential of SNSs in assisting learners to share, exchange and construct knowledge and form various modes of communication, interaction and collaboration, the exciting potential of such new technologies especially in ESL/EFL contexts is yet to be fully explored. Therefore, the present research aimed to investigate the opportunities and challenges faced by the EFL in writing in the only for English Learning Facebook Cop.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Theoretical Framework

Interaction is a mutual activity which requires at least the involvement of two persons and which causes mutual effect. Ellis (1999, p.1) defines interaction as “the social behavior that occurs when one person communicates with another”. He also says that it “can occur inside our minds, both when we engage in the kind of ‘private speech’ discussed by Vygotsky (1978), and, more covertly, when different modules of the mind interact to construct an understanding of or a response to some phenomenon”. According to Long’s (1996) Interactionist Theory, interaction is an interactive means of language learning. In his latest version, Long (1996) claimed that interactive learning tasks that promote meaning negotiation among learners can facilitate their language development. Meaningful negotiation is seen as a result or product of learners’ interactional exchanges where communication breakdowns exist. Moreover, Swain (1985) calls this kind of collaborative learning as “collaborative dialogue” for interlanguage development. Long (1996) adds that such meaningful interaction and negotiation provide learners with two kinds of linguistic evidence namely; positive evidence and negative evidence. The former refers to the state in which an interlocutor corrects a linguistic utterance by providing the correct form. The latter means that the learner receives feedback on their incorrect output. Such types of evidence promote learners’ modified output. In other words, as stated by Swain (1985), learners are pushed to re-phrase and correct their output. Without this pushed output, they might engage in input comprehension (process meaning) rather than linguistic forms. Thus, in brief, this framework assumes that as learners interact with one another, they scaffold each other in the language and those being scaffolded or assisted by their peers are pushed to produce interactionally modified output (Swain 1985).
2.2 Benefits of Online Interaction and Communication

Underlying this Interactionist framework, there has been a wide number of previous studies which view learning as an interactive social act. With the emergence of Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL), many studies have investigated learners’ synchronous interaction via technologies from this theoretical perspective. Most of these studies highlighted the benefits of learner-learner synchronous interactional exchanges in reading and writing (Tannacito 1999); communication skills (Kitade 2000); quantity and quality of learners’ production or output (Kern 1995 & Kitade 2000); amount of participation (Chapelle 1994); motivation (Kern 1995). Some of these studies also emphasized how such learner-learner synchronous interaction assisted learners to attend to accurate linguistic forms, negotiated meaning and promoted lexical aspects of the language. However, most of these previous studies have not focused on the learner-learner synchronous interactional exchanges in pre-writing or writing tasks. Moreover, their focus was on interaction among learners as taking place in synchronous mediated communication (SMC) tools (e.g. interaction in chat rooms) while they neglected interaction in synchronous mediated communication and especially in social networks as in Facebook groups or pages. Regarding the role of Facebook in the writing process, only a few studies conducted by Haverback (2009); Shih (2011); Majid et al., (2012) have revealed that Facebook facilitates learners’ writing process since it provides them with a learning environment in which they can interact, share, discuss and scaffold one another in their writing. Yet, these studies have not reflected on learner-learner interactional exchanges in writing and provided results based on statistic analysis of the participants’ scores in writing and perception of learning through surveys.

2.3 Benefits and Challenges of Facebook for ESL/EFL Learners

The role of Facebook as one of the most popular SNSs among many English as a second language (ESL) and EFL learners at university levels in providing them with opportunities to create and join groups within this online community has been recently investigated by Boyd and Ellison (2011); Kamarul Kabilan, Norlida Ahmad, and Zainol Abidin (2010); Yunus, Salehi, and Chenzi (2012). It also assists learners joining such groups or communities to obtain, construct and exchange information and knowledge (Selwyn, 2007). In such communities, it is up to the individual user (or groups of users) to decide and choose what to discuss and who they want to work together with. According to Lampe et al., (2007), SNSs like Facebook can function as a surveillance for a CoP since it provides learners with the opportunity to “track the actions, beliefs and interests of the larger groups to which they belong” (p.167). Moreover, Facebook groups have been proved to assist ESL learners in their writing process (Haverback, 2009; Shih, 2011; Majid, Stapa, and Keong, 2012).

Reflecting on previous research conducted in writing or writing process in ESL and EFL contexts, most of these studies have applied other SNSs and Web 2.0 technologies including blogs, wiki, etc. Only a very limited number of studies have used Facebook for writing. However, the current study is proposed to investigate the collaborative writing process in this Facebook CoP for EFL learners for several reasons. First, currently, Facebook is regarded as the most well-known social network among university students especially EFL students (Majid et al., 2012). Secondly, Facebook has become a valuable social network that facilitates learners’ communication and collaboration since it has the features of “wall”, “info”, “blog”, “friends”, “like”, “unlike”, “comment”, “poke”, “send message”, “share photos”, “links”, and “video” which provide learners with various opportunities to communicate, interact and collaborate with people around (Liu, 2010; Shih, 2011). Thirdly, empirical findings of a few recent studies have revealed the effectiveness of Facebook in facilitating ESL/EFL learners’ active participation and engagement (Haverback, 2009) and out of classroom communication, collaboration and work (Roblyer, McDaniel, Webb, Herman & Witty, 2010).

Although the potential of SNSs in general and Facebook in particular in providing language learners with the opportunities to be involved in online learning communities to practice English and writing skill is evident, several previous researchers have identified several challenges faced by learners in using Facebook as part of classroom learning. These challenges include learners’ privacy (Rosenblum, 2007), tricky relationship between students and teachers (Simon, 2008), learners’ diminished completion rates and inability to control their learning (Grandzol & Grandzol, 2010) and learners’ waste of time, development of negative habits and attitudes and arrangement of time (Kamarul Kabilan et al., 2010). Moreover, other challenges identified by Yunus et al., (2012) are learners’ distraction, using short forms and abbreviations that might affect their writing and uncertainty of the accurate online information.
3. Study

3.1 Research Questions
The current study aimed to provide answers to these three research questions:

Q1. Does the Facebook group as an online learning community foster the EFL learners’ collaboration and interaction in paragraph writing activities?

Q2. How does the Facebook group as an online learning community facilitate the EFL learners’ collaboration and interaction in paragraph writing activities?

Q3. How do the EFL learners describe their learning experience in writing activities in this CoP via Facebook?

3.2 Research Design
The current study adopted a mixed action research approach to data collection as to answer the research questions, thus, achieving the major aim of the study. This type of research was selected because it involves planning the action needed to be carried out and then, this is followed by one’s or practitioner’s reflection on how the action or practice has been working” (McNiff and Whitehead, 2006).

3.3 Research Context
The Only for English Learning FB CoP was launched in June 2011 by the researchers specifically for the purpose of providing EFL students with a space where they can use and practice English for real communication and where they can create, share, exchange content and information and express themselves outside the traditional classroom settings. The group has attracted many EFL learners coming from different countries through the useful posts varying from video, written texts, pictures, etc in listening, reading, grammar, vocabulary and writing provided by the instructors. The number of the members reached 5,213 members by 4 May 2012. However, for the current study, it was only based on the data collected from 24 EFL learners coming from different Arab countries (14 females and 10 males). A purposive sampling aiming to seek certain criteria or characteristics in the samples which can be pre-informed by certain theories (Bogdan and Biklen, 2007) was adopted in this study. The first criterion is the variation among learners in terms of their levels in English. This is because the study is based on the notion of scaffolding and assistance provided by more capable learners to those less capable peers. This was evident by the findings of several empirical studies on ESL collaborative writing (Maftoon & Ghafoori, 2009; Brooks, 2010; Yu & Choe, 2011) among heterogeneous groups.

3.4 Research Procedure
Besides The Only For English Learning Facebook CoP, the instructors created a blog (Figure 1) and connected it to the group so that any new post (activity or exercise) is posted in the blog can be published in the Facebook CoP as a way to help the learners to avoid being distracted by other many posts posted on daily basis. This can be also utilized for the writing process activities as to make them easily tracked by the respondents since they are distinguished from other activities or posts in the same CoP. Thus, in conducting the action project, the
instructors and researchers introduced the writing activities to the EFL learners who were members of the Only For English Learning Facebook CoP. These activities were announced on 10 January 2012 and scheduled twice a week and continued till 19 July 2012, a period during which the participants practiced pre-writing, writing and post-writing. The focus was on paragraph writing and the instructors acted as facilitators for the group members in order to ensure that the EFL participants were feeling the presence of the instructors who facilitated and provided their last comments on the learners’ writing activities.

In analyzing the data, a mixed approach was utilized in this study. First, the EFL participants’ interactional exchanges in the writing activities were statically counted using frequencies of occurrence as to answer the first research question regarding the learners’ quantity of participation. Moreover, the researchers reflected on these interactional exchanges for the qualitative analysis of the second research question. In other words, the focus of this reflection was on the learners’ interactive dialogue, peer scaffolding and negotiation in these writing activities and samples of their interaction were selected to represent the findings. For the learners’ original and revised paragraphs in each activity, they were compared and the changes made by the learners as a way of incorporating their peers’ corrective feedback in their revised paragraphs were statically counted as to support the qualitative analysis of the finding. Finally, the EFL learners’ responses to the online reflection discussions were subjected to a qualitative analysis to answer the third research question. According to Schilling (2006), this type of qualitative analysis suits this data and it aims to reveal or model people’s information related behaviors and thoughts. The analysis was proceeded in the following steps adopted from Weber (1990) and Schilling (2006) preparing the data, defining the participants’ answers and comments as the unit of the analysis, developing categories and coding schemes and reporting the findings by using quotes from the participants’ opinions.

### 4. Results and Discussion

For the data collection procedure, the instructors’ online writing posts and participants’ online interaction exchanges were collected and saved by the researchers after each activity ended. The EFL learners’ original paragraphs and revised paragraphs during the projects were also collected as another source of data. They served as a source of data for a quantitative analysis. Subsequent to the collection of these writing paragraphs and commentary exchanges, the instructors conducted two online group discussions and the participants were invited to answer and discuss several open ended questions. These questions aimed to obtain the learners’ views of the opportunities and challenges in writing in this CoP.

The quantitative analysis of the EFL learners’ posted exchanges and comments in the writing activities revealed that these writing activities as part of shared practice in this online community fostered the learners’ participation and engagement. It was found that the number of the EFL participants’ comments and exchanges was only 251 in the first session of writing activities whereas it reached 525 in the second session. This difference in the number of their exchanges and comments in the two sessions (274) reflects the EFL learners’ increase in their participation. This could be an indication of their increasing interest and motivation in these writing activities. This result also indicates that there were some participants who were still peripheral in this community in the
first session since they just joined the community several days before participating in the activities. However, within time, they became more familiar and started to move towards the active position of participation and membership. Another reason could be the motivation and encouragement provided by the instructor to the learners during the sessions. This is what was pointed out by Wenger (1998). According to this theory of CoP, members of a given CoP assume a peripheral level of membership, and within time, they build relationships with others, get motivated and pushed towards the active level of membership (Plastina 2009).

The findings of the present study indicated that the EFL learners’ engagement and interaction with the members of the CoP through posts and comments assisted them to enhance their writing in English. The potential of FB groups in enhancing students’ writing in various contexts has been believed by researchers as such online FB communities can empower students with the opportunity to link what is taught at college to use it in an authentic and personalized context, thus, aiding their writing skill in English (Roberts, 2009; White, 2009; Lim, 2012). The participants were assigned by the instructors to write paragraphs on different topics relevant to their own past experience, situations or description of other personalities. Therefore, such online writing activities provided them with opportunities to express their ideas, feelings and opinions. As shown in Excerpt (1) extracted from one of the weekly pre-writing activities posted by the instructor in the CoP, the students were involved in generating ideas and posting them in the form of initial drafts of paragraphs in various topics in free writing.

Instructor: Invitation (3) to start with this prompt (I need to remember........), write for 10 minutes about forgiveness in your own simple words, and then post ur sentences here please. Can you?

Samir Alqubati: I need to remember always that this life is not everlasting. One day we will die and leave everything behind. This gives me a good relief from the daily shocks of this life. When keeping this in mind, I feel more comfortable and relieved. I also need to remember that this life will be so boring if it is only white colour. Black and white keeps things more charming and beautiful. Life will have no meaning without suffering, pain and difficulties. There should be a balance in everything and that will no more affect my mode and will always lead to comfortable life.

Zaina Natour: I need to remember that life is too short. So, we shouldn't have hard feelings, over worry about our future or be angry all the time. We should seize the moment, live our life, enjoy it and keep smiling. We might face tough times and many difficulties during, but we can beat them by the help of; our friends, our families and our optimism. I also need to remember my dad's smile as it always helps me to feel better. The one thing I strongly need to remember is to be myself not anyone else. To live my life as I wish, not like others think I should! Finally, I need to remember that i have been blessed by Allah to have such great people in my life, what made me stronger and also much happier.

The findings confirm previous findings obtained by Sun and Chang (2012) as the researchers found that the mixed-method analysis of seven EFL graduate students’ collaborative dialogues via web technologies like blogs provided them with opportunities to provide corrective feedback and scaffolds, thus, enhancing their writing tasks and processing academic writing knowledge. Similarly, in examining the effectiveness of FB group in ESL learners’ writing skill development, Yunus et al., (2012) carried out a study among Malaysian ESL third year students doing their bachelor’s degree in Teaching of English as a Second Language (TESL) at Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM). Findings generated from their perception of FB group revealed that the group engaged the participants in writing process particularly in the brainstorming process before the actual writing. They could reduce their spelling errors, come up with better ideas based on their peers’ posted ideas, and complete their essay writing successfully. In contrast to the findings of the current study, the findings gained by Rubesch & McNeil (2010) displayed that some online ESL students expressed their frustration of online interactive activities such as peer reviewing activities were frustrating when they had to wait for classmates’
feedback.  
The online sample post-writing paragraph activities showed that the EFL learners collaborated and provided scaffolds to each other in revising their original paragraphs as well as revised paragraphs. Following pre-writing activities, the instructor requested the participants to provide corrective feedback and scaffolds on one another’s paragraph (Excerpt 2).

Instructor: Please Tunisiano Ib, Zaina Natour etc ur comments on each other here are needed so can u?

Zaina Natour: hey Samir Alqubati: A few modifications of your writing in brackets

"I need to remember always that this life is not everlasting. One day, we will die and leave everything behind. This gives me a good relief from the daily shocks of this life. When keeping this in mind, I feel more comfortable and relieved. I also need to remember that this life would be so boring if it is only white colour. (I also need to remember that it would be so boring if this life was only white). Black and white keeps things more charming and beautiful. Life would have no meaning (would be meaningless) without suffering, pain and difficulties. There should be a balance in everything and that will no more affect my mode and will always lead to comfortable life. (Everything should be balanced, thus it wouldn't affect my mood anymore and would lead me to a more comfortable life ").

As shown in Excerpt (3), the learners were involved in negotiating the accuracy of the linguistic form of the verb used in Zaina’s revision of one paragraph. The sentence in the original paragraph written by one of them (Nowadays, I am forgetting all the grammar rules I have learnt.) was re-phrased by Zaina as “Nowadays, I feel like losing all the grammar rules I have learnt”. However, as a response to her corrected version of the sentence, Tunisiano added that clause and the subject and the verb. Tasnim also expressed her disagreement about Zaina’s corrective feedback and provided another alternative that she viewed as correct. The learners continued negotiating the most accurate alternative through question-answer interactions that seek the groups’ agreement or disagreement of the most accurate alternative form till at the end, they reached an agreement that Zaina’s correction of the sentence is the most accurate linguistic form that matches the intended indication of the tense (Nowadays) in the original paragraph.

Zaina Natour: Nowadays, I “feel like losing” all the grammar rules I have learnt.

Tunisiano IB: Nowadays, I feel that I’m losing (I feel like losing) all the grammar rules I have learnt. Zaina Natour

Tasnim Saad-Aldin: oh I don't agree with Zaina Natour ......cuz she said: I feel like losing = it’s better to say: I feel that I have lost.....And it’s better not to use the word ’lost’ at all!

Iman Bkz: Nowadays, I feel like I’m losing.....

Tasnim Saad-Aldin: it’s better to say: I feel that I forgot! As a second option! I also agree with Iman Bkz AS as a third option!

Zaina Natour: great guys and thank you but Tasnim Saad-Aldin, I still think that the verb "lose" serves the idea wanted here.

Ala Sad: we can use present simple and present continuous?

Tasnim Saad-Aldin: it is right Zaina Natour, but a little bit confusing! There are better options.


Tasnim Saad-Aldin: what do u mean dear Zezo Shawahin?

Zezo Shawahin: she used “Nowadays” in her revision and you skipped it so you change the tense that she uses.

Tasnim Saad-Aldin: oh I didn't skip it ...I just didn't repeat it in my comment! Dear Zezo Shawahin.

Zezo Shawahin: I meant Tasnim Saad-Aldin.

Tunisiano Ib: is it correct to say: Nowadays, I forgot (simple past) all the grammar rules i learnt.

Zezo Shawahin: so you must say Nowadays, I feel that I am forgetting.....so I think using (I am losing) it's better.... What do you think sister Tasnim Saad-Aldin?

Tasnim Saad-Aldin: oh dear Zezo Shawahin ......instead of saying: I am losing ......its better to say: I feel like losing! I feel like forgetting!

Zezo Shawahin: aha yes now you are correct sweety Tasnim Saad-Aldin.

Tasnim Saad-Aldin: hhhhhhh great Zezo Shawahin! Thanks dear!
Zezo Shawahin: welcome sweety Tasnim Saad-Aldin.

Moreover, the analysis of their interactional exchanges in these collaborative writing revealed that the learners attended to accurate meaning. The learners’ interactional exchanges in Excerpt (3) shows how they engaged in negotiating the meaning of the lexical items used by them in their revisions as a way of substituting the words or phrases in the original paragraph. The adjective (alone) in the introductory sentence of one original paragraph (Two months ago, my friend Ghadah had an embarrassing situation when she was alone at the center and was descending the stairs with her beautiful big heavy bag and her long jelbab.) was replaced by Tunisiano by another adjective (lonely) while it was not changed by Tasnim and Zaina. Moreover, after reflecting on their revisions, Tunisiano also pointed out at the use of “lonely” as a way of attending to the accurate meaning. However, Tasnim replied to Tunisiano’s comment on them by emphasizing that “alone” is the correct adjective to express the intended meaning and she provided explanation distinguishing between the meanings of both adjectives. Thus, Tunisian realized her mistake in her revision of this sentence which was due to her confusion.

Tunisiano Ib: Paragraph 11: Two months ago, my friend Ghadah had an embarrassing situation when she was LONELY at the center and was descending the stairs with her beautiful big heavy bag and her long jelbab.

Tasnim Saad-Aldin: Two months ago, my friend Ghadah had an embarrassing situation when she was alone at the center and was descending the stairs with her beautiful big heavy bag and her long jelbab.

Zaina Natour: Two months ago, my friend Ghadah had an embarrassing situation when she was alone at the center and was descending the stairs with her beautiful big heavy bag and her long jelbab.

Tunisiano Ib: Thx alot honey Tasnim Saad-Aldin and Zaina Natour .i think we should use LONELY here not alone.

Tasnim Saad-Aldin: dear Tunisiano Ib : I think alone is more suitable ( as it means no one else was there except for her) because lonely can be associated more to the feeling ! I don't know but that’s what I think! What can u say dear?

Tunisiano Ib: Sorry Zaina Natour and Tasnim Saad-Aldin .it sounds that I had things missed in my mind .I was really confused b/w lonely and alone .of course u`re totally right .

Tasnim Saad-Aldin: that’s ok dear Tunisiano Ib, thanks.

Thus, the EFL learners’ involvement in peer interaction, scaffolding and negotiation strategies is consistent with the theoretical perspective of social constructivism (Cheng, 2009) especially in how the could learners construct their knowledge by interacting and scaffolding each other in a socio-cultural context. Previous researchers (e.g. Kost 2011) showed that most of strategic operations at word and phrase levels used by EFL learners tend to correct errors in mechanisms, lexis, word ending morphology and grammar. However, this is not striking as the findings of this study revealed that the EFL Arab learners also used these word and phrase-level strategies to elaborate the ideas or support the texts with further details by incorporating more information about the events, the places or time of the events in their writing, enhance the meaning by attending to accurate lexical elements and establish coherence among these small linguistic units in a sentence. As pointed out by Berbache (2007), words are the smallest semantic units in writing because they can enhance the meaning of the text if appropriately selected. Therefore, any changes on word or phrase level were found by the researcher to help the learners to better express their ideas. This can be also an important indicator of the EFL learners’ fluency levels in English since strategies at word and phrase levels helped the students in the present study to play with words in a way that they in some sessions came up with two different revised versions of one original paragraph (See Appendix A). Thus, this also goes in line with the findings reported by Richardson (2006) as this researcher found that such revision strategies enabled learners to produce more writing than expected.

Concerning the online group reflection discussions as to answer the third research question, most of the responses were focused on the development of writing skill in English. Some of them pointed out at how the group helped them to read the posts and comments and responding to such posts and comments by writing, thus, attempting to overcome a few of these problems encountered by them in writing skill and enhancing their writing. The following cluster of the participants’ online responses illustrates this:

1) “Actually I have some problems in writing because of misused of joining verbs and grammar but I tried to read most of the comments written in this group to improve my skills in writing”.

2) “When I joined this Group I found my skills in English as a language get improve, especially in writing”.

3) “Then I practiced them in comments …Also when I write and have a mistake … and somebody correct it for me. It stuck in my mind (the correct one)”.
The participants’ responses indicated their positive perception of the group activities in enhancing their writing skill in English through active engagement and participation in the group. The students’ writing skill was also developed due to their active participation in commenting writing in different topics.

4) "Yes, I think here we have interaction between two levels. The first is among and the learners themselves in writing revision exercises and the second between us and the teacher when he corrects mistakes.

5) Well first I'd like to emphasize the importance of the kind of interactions mentioned even further; and add to them the importance of Teacher-Teacher. In this group, I do believe that there is a good dynamic interaction that helps us to use English in written communication and also enhance our writing skill.

6) First, this community helps me to get a better understanding of whatever the topic or the information is about especially in writing activities posted here. It also makes me feel like I’m having an active role as an independent learner in this learning process not only a negative consumer.

Based on the findings, not only did the group help the EFL learners to learn English, but also enabled them to further acquire more information and knowledge, enhance their communication skills, build new friendships, expand their social contact using English. It is evident that within time and increasing social ties among the EFL learners, they developed a sense of belonging to this CoP. This was a source of motivation for them to be active participants and it reduced their stress.

7) “This contact helped us with time to acquire information and knowledge implicitly in English” (Iman)

8) “It offers a very good chance to strengthen our social skills and in communication (Salsabela)

9) “Having the feeling of being a member in Only For English Learning as family rather than a learning group has always motivated me to participate and helped me to feel less stressed” (Zaina)

This is what has been pointed at about the popularity of FB among other SNSs among many young university students by researchers such as Boyd and Ellison (2011); Kamarul Kabilan et al., (2010); Yunus et al., (2012). According to Sun and Chang (2012), it was indicated that the social and emotional support found in the blog project was a proof of the potential of Web technologies in promoting the type of mutually beneficial social interaction that is conducive to knowledge development.

Finally, the findings in the present study revealed that despite of the usefulness of the Only For English Learning Community as an active learning environment conducive to further EFL learning practices, the EFL participants encountered several challenges varying from technical challenges as being the most dominant challenges to other less frequently encountered challenges. Thus, both the frequent electricity cut off and disconnection of the Internet or slow networking access seemed to be perceived by most of the EFL participants as the most encountered challenges, which were also found by Rubesch and McNeil (2010). In the same study by Yunus et al., (2012), the first challenged encountered by the participating students was related to the slow internet connection which was considered by them as a challenge to get connected and stay connected and to be able to participate actively in the group discussion.

10) “Challenges: time and continuous”.

11) “Because of my country...Bad internet connection & bad electricity”.

The last type of challenges was related to the difficulties in understanding or following some of the daily posts especially due to time and the daily hectic or busy schedule of the participants.

12) “The challenges encountered are i can’t follow all posts u give. There were a few things I didn’t understand it”.

5. Conclusion

The central objective of this qualitative study was to investigate the opportunities and challenges of using FB group as an online CoP where EFL learners can practice writing in a socially situated context. The findings provided evidence of the interactive nature of this CoP that assisted the EFL learners to be actively involved in useful writing activities through collaboration, interaction and scaffolding or assistance in both sides; learners-learner and learner-instructor. The majority of the participants in the study expressed their positive perception of the effectiveness of this CoP in enhancing their writing through communication, socialization, sharing information and developing a sense of belonging to this CoP.

Despite the evidence of the advantages of such a FB group in enhancing the participants’ EFL, the findings, based on their responses, revealed a few challenges relevant to different domains which were faced by the participants. Therefore, it can be concluded that future research should deeply investigate the potential of such
online FB communities of learning in EFL learners’ development in writing skill in English in relation to socio-cultural theories, situated theories, etc. This can be achieved by conducting a deep content analysis of the participants’ comments along with observations of their different participation patterns and roles.
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**Appendix**

The following paragraph in its two versions (pre-corrected and post-corrected versions) was of the group assigned paragraphs on “An Embarrassing Situation in My Life” illustrates how the online group scaffolding activities assisted the participants to recognize and identify the errors, correct them through comment exchanges and corrective feedback, thus, applying grammar to writing.

(Pre-Scaffold and Feedback) One day, while I was walking on the street a man hold my hand suddenly. I shocked and tried to get rid of him. But he holds it tight. I was close to scream when he said do not worry i am a blind man just help me to cross the street and i will be thankful. I felt so embarrassed and so sorry for him at the same time confused what should i do?! I helped him crossing the street and said May Allah help you.

(Post-Scaffold and Feedback 1) One day, while I was walking in/along the street, unexpectedly/suddenly, an unknown man held my hand. At first, I was shocked and frightened and tried to get rid of him. But he held it again tightly. Then, I was about to scream when he said, “Do not worry. I am a blind man. Just help me to cross the street, and I will be thankful to you”. I felt so embarrassed and so sorry for him and at the same time, I was confused and wondering, thus, asking to myself, “What am I supposed to do?” Finally, I helped him to cross the street and said “May Allah helps you”.

(Post-Scaffold and Feedback 2) One day, I woke up late for my work. So, I was terribly angry and I started to shout for minor things, and left home with a very bad mood. All of a sudden, a man held my hand with his shaking hand. At first, I was shocked and tried to get rid of him. I was also about to scream at that very moment, but felt relaxed later when I heard him saying in a soft voice: “Do not worry. I am a blind man as you can see. I want to cross the street, and I will be grateful if you help me in doing so”. The poor blind man left, but I kept having a watchful eye over him to make sure everything was going smoothly with him. In the beginning, I felt sad for him, but later, I felt sorry and sad for myself. When he was thanking and praying for me, I was saying to myself “It is me who should thank u for what you have taught me today through your warm beautiful smile on your face and your internal satisfaction that shines your world”. Till now, I cannot forget this incident as it made me feel as if I was a newly-born person with new good morals and characters.
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